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Early Economic Philosophers  

We are all products of our environment and an adaptation of the world that surrounds us. 

Kautilya, Plato, Lord Shang, Ranade, Karl Marx, and Adam Smith are no exceptions to this rule 

when it comes to the development of their economic principles. Each of these individuals had a 

significant but uniquely different role to play with the evolution of economics. The worlds they 

developed their philosophies within were completely different from the next and the economic 

state of the worlds they immediately lived in were catalysts to their theorems.  

I. Kautilya  

Kautilya was an Indian teacher, philosopher and early economic mind. His works are 

considered to be precursors to classical economics. One of his biggest accreditations during the 

4th century BCE was with the establishment of the Maurya Empire. At the time, this was one of 

the largest empires in the world and its economy was established to support growth and 

continued expansion1. The economy of the Maurya Empire was set up so that public and private 

economic affairs could thrive. Royal revenue was drawn by taxes and through some private 

ownership by the state. This economy was well advanced for its time and Kautilya was credited 

with its economic success.  

II. Plato  

Plato was an ancient Greek philosopher and helped develop some of the early economic 

principles that other economists would go on to expand. The themes that Plato presented were 

relevant to the world he lived in. These included divisions of labor, incentives, private property, 

money and trade2. Plato’s works would be one of the biggest influences on the principles 

                                                             
1 Ancient History Encyclopedia (2016) Mauryan Empire  
2 Pathways to Philosophy (2016) The Economic Ideas of Plato and Aristotle  
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outlined by the father of economics Adam Smith. Plato understood the necessity for the division 

of labor and why it was effective in a prosperous economy. 

III. Lord Shang  

The Chinese statesman Lord Shang was an important symbol to economics during the 

Warring State period in China. He is credited with The Book of Lord Shang which included a 

collection of early economic works. Shang’s economic theories centered around military and 

government, again because of the world he was encountering during this period, and he thought 

less of economic standards such as commerce3. His theories helped to create opportunities that 

supported the government and the military and ensured a unified economic system. These 

theories were precursors to modern democratic political systems.  

IV. Ranade  

The Indian scholar Mahadev Govind Ranade had a unique view of economics for 

someone in an exclusive observational capacity. He was an economic reformer in addition to 

being an outward social and religious reformer. His passions for social justice and his people’s 

wellbeing helped lead to discoveries in economic understanding based on human behavior and 

his beliefs in conservatism. Being a proponent of urbanization, Ranade understood the need for a 

collective system of economics that supported the growth and prosperity of the urban population. 

In this, he supported the idea of foreign investments and understood that no modern economy 

could exclusively support itself. At the time, British rule often governed the economic system in 

India and Ranade agreed with this system as it meant continued economic support for his people. 

Britain’s rule allowed for more free trade and a relief from India’s prior economic struggles. 

                                                             
3 New World Encyclopedia (2017) Shang Yang  
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However, British rule also contradicted Ranade’s beliefs in social reform, equal opportunity and 

social independence.  

When the WB and IMF adopted structural adjustment programs, the goal was to help 

remove developing countries from economic crises. Essentially, the idea was a loan system in 

hopes of rejuvenating independent economic prosperity in these nations. Because the restructure 

that associated with these programs often targeted socioeconomics, it would be more likely to 

fail based on the concerns as outlined by Ranade. Investment is good if it does not seek to 

change social status.   

V. Marx 

The German philosopher and economist Karl Marx worked to define many areas of 

economic phenomenon which are still widely utilized today. Marx assumed that value is in direct 

relation to the cost of labor. The labor cost determines the value of output. The exchange value is 

determined by the amount of labor needed to produce a commodity. The theory of socially 

necessary labor refers to the producer’s inability to manage value before a commodity is 

produced. Marx’s theory of labor is based on the output of societal labor and not on individual 

labor hours. If human labor is the source of economic value, then true value can only be 

determined by the outcome. In Capitalism, the producer pays the labor less than the trade value 

thus increasing his profits. The value a commodity has in trade minus the labor is the surplus 

value.  The producer then makes profit by taking the surplus value and not paying the labor 

anything additional. In Marx’s understanding, surplus value should not exist if the labor theory 

of value is true.  

VI. Adam Smith  
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Adam Smith was a Scottish philosopher who is credited with many theories on 

economics that are still in practice today. His adaption of principles such as the division of labor 

and its connection to wealth and economic growth were derived from earlier economic works 

from Plato, Aristotle and others. His teachings are the cornerstone of many modern, western 

economies. Most economics are measured against the Adam Smith rules, principles, and 

theories.  

In the famous economic text Wealth of Nation’s, Adam Smith shows that growth is 

central to the increasing division of labor and the specializations within those labor forces. So, if 

a laborer learns their job and does not switch throughout the day, Smith theorizes that 

productivity goes up. Smith also pointed out the flaws in this approach in that the workforce 

would more easily become dissatisfied with what they were doing. This is where he insists that 

government become involved in helping people seek out and obtain needed and wanted 

education and would help the labor force evolve and lead new labor forces.  

Labor also helps explain the value in use verses value in exchange debate, or what Smith 

referred to as the diamond-water paradox. He found that the more labor needed for an item, the 

higher value in exchange no matter its value in use. (In this example, diamonds require more 

skilled labor to locate, harvest, and ready for market.)  

There are many factors that limit the division of labor, but the most obvious issue was one of 

Smith’s solutions. Education is no longer a means of helping some dissatisfied workers. It is 

more readily available today than ever. This has caused a shift in the division of labor as those 

that may have been qualified factory workers two decades ago, now have more specialized 

education, yet the factories still need labor. Two outcomes have come of this reality. One is less 

workers in the factories causing increased costs. The other is a shift in our understanding of what 
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education means. Factory workers now may be educated but not as educated as someone who 

could advance further in the labor force. This has effectively devalued education so that the 

understanding of education as a means of satisfying dissatisfied workers may no longer have the 

same effect as what Smith had pointed out.  

Adam Smith’s theory is that though value is commonly understood as the utility of a 

commodity, it can be explained in two ways, value in use and value in exchange. Value in use is 

based on the want of a commodity. Examples of these commodities may include food and water, 

or even the sources of the food and the water. Value in exchange is the market value of a good as 

compared to its currency or exchange method. Two important factors are included in value in 

exchange, time and place. Time can change the value of a commodity based on numerous 

factors, and a variance in place is present because different markets hold different value.  

Value is at the heart of economics because it is the way people see and adapt to their 

world. We base how much we earn on the value of the things we need and want. Economic 

stability is based on value and how well the value is upheld. Value in exchange often has a 

higher economic impact than value in use as there can be more natural adjustment in 

marketability of a commodity in this category. Time and place offer variances in value in 

exchange. For example, the value in exchange for a car has great variance based on the market. 

A car in the U.S. may go for a higher price based on the demand and marketability than in other 

places. However, the value in use of something like water is a completely necessary commodity 

but has little value in exchange.  
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V. Conclusion  

Each of these individuals played an important role to their individual economies through 

their teachings and philosophies. However, their works also lead to creation and adaptation of 

these theories that would help define future economies. Each of their situations and 

circumstances were unique but the outcomes of their principles were to meet similar goals. These 

economic ideologies are certainly specific to the time and place where they were developed. 
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